Many businesses rely on mobile technology to drive the success of their company, and mobile apps are playing a leading role. Companies are creating mobile versions of enterprise solutions to customize their workflows; however, they are getting bogged down by rising development costs and productivity interruptions. SOTI Snap is changing the game by making custom application development so simple that anyone can do it! SOTI Snap allows businesses to develop and launch apps quickly with no custom coding required, which helps to automate previously manual processes, while keeping costs low, saving time and reducing the need for specialized resources.
UNLEASH YOUR INNER DEVELOPER

SOTI Snap is a cross-platform mobile application development solution built for business. It lets organizations build the mobile apps they need quickly and cost-efficiently. You do not need specialized resources with SOTI Snap. Anyone can build an app by dragging and dropping the widgets they need. This enables businesses to prototype, iterate and deploy apps in minutes or hours, not days or weeks. SOTI Snap takes the cost, complexity and coding out of mobile app development for your business.

WHAT SOTI SNAP CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS

BUILD THE APPS YOU NEED FASTER

Why hire expensive developers and spend months designing, building and deploying your app when you could do so in minutes? With SOTI Snap, your organization can:

• Simultaneously create apps for both Google Android™ and Apple® iOS devices
• Leverage the simple and intuitive SOTI Snap interface to drag and drop widgets onto a device-shaped canvas and then customize their look and feel
• Use the “Design Patterns” feature to define and reuse common groups of widgets across multiple apps
AUTOMATE YOUR CRITICAL LINE OF BUSINESS WORKFLOWS

SOTI Snap makes it easy to automate and support small, but critical workflows for any line of business. Do not rely on post-it notes or emails anymore, instead:

- Create electronic forms to capture data in minutes and quickly modify the app when changes arise
- Streamline data entry by scanning barcodes, reading NFC tags, or capturing geolocation coordinates
- Use rich media such as sound, images and videos to add depth to your app

INTEGRATE WITH OTHER KEY BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

SOTI Snap integrates with many different products and solutions

- Export app data to internal systems using the SOTI Snap Link or from central files and cloud solutions via REST APIs, webhooks and Zapier integration
- Server-side scripting enables multi-app, multi-step workflows

LAUNCH SOTI SNAP APPS FROM A THIRD-PARTY APP

SOTI Snap can now launch from within native third-party apps

- App users simply click the necessary app element, such as a button, text or image, to launch the SOTI Snap App

LAUNCH SOTI SNAP APPS FROM SOTI MOBICONTROL LOCKDOWN

Directly access SOTI Snap apps from the SOTI MobiControl lockdown menu for Android devices

- Automatic updates without the user having to refresh the list of available apps within the SOTI Snap Agent

IMPROVE APP NAVIGATION

SOTI Snap now supports enhanced app usage with Hamburger menus and app multi-tasking to simplify navigation

- Configure Hamburger menu items with events to trigger actions when clicked
- Actions can be as simple as navigating to another location within the app, or as complex as executing a custom Blockly action
- Open multiple SOTI Snap apps concurrently and navigate between apps in the recent apps view
SOTI ONE SIMPLIFIES YOUR BUSINESS MOBILITY

The SOTI ONE Platform intuitively integrates all your Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) needs into one unique, easy-to-use platform. It will help reduce the cost, complexity and downtime related to business-critical mobility. Comprised of seven unique and revolutionary components, the SOTI ONE Platform removes functional silos to create a single platform that helps to eliminate downtime, build apps faster and manage all mobile and IoT devices in one place.

INTEGRATION WITH THE SOTI ONE PLATFORM

Through integration with SOTI Snap, the SOTI ONE Platform allows you to:

• Use single sign-on (SSO) to log into all related SOTI ONE Platform products, including SOTI Snap within SOTI Identity
• Use SOTI MobiControl to request detailed device information to expedite problem resolution
• Put apps and data in the hands of field employees with SOTI Connect, built for your IoT devices
• Export data to SOTI Insight for further analysis and long-term storage
• Integrate with SOTI Assist to add remote support capabilities
• Interact with a community of products experts, partners and customers through SOTI Central to get answers to all your SOTI product questions

TO LEARN MORE:

Contact a SOTI sales representative: sales@soti.net or visit: soti.net/snap

SOTI is a proven innovator and industry leader for simplifying business mobility and IoT solutions by making them smarter, faster and more reliable. SOTI helps businesses around the world take mobility to endless possibilities.